and TCR loci specifically in T cells. Given the common a single species of antibody with a unique specificity RAG recombinase and target RSs, lymphocytes need via a process termed allelic exclusion. Despite some a separate mechanism for achieving specific receptor progress, the precise mechanism of allelic exclusion locus assembly. In this regard, early studies demonremains an enigma. strated that differential accessibility to the common V(D)J recombinase determines which gene segments rearrange More than 50 years ago, Burnet proposed his clonal (Yancopoulos and Alt, 1986 . Support for regulated allelic exclusion came from cells make productive rearrangements on their first attempt, leading to freezing of a germline Ig (or DJ H or transgenic mouse studies that showed expression of transgenic or light chains inhibits rearrangement of DJ ␤ ) on the second allele, generating a population of mature lymphocytes with a productive rearrangement endogenous LC loci or that expression of IgH or TCR␤ transgenes inhibited V to DJ rearrangement at those loci and a germline Ig (or DJ) allele. The model also predicted that cells that make a nonfunctional VJ rear-(reviewed in Gorman and Alt, 1998). Thus, these studies supported the notion that feedback from expressed enrangement (or V H DJ H or V ␤ DJ ␤ ) on the first allele go on to rearrange the second allele with the same probability dogenous IgL (or IgH or TCR␤) chains plays a critical role in mediating allelic exclusion. An exception to the of achieving a productive rearrangement, leading to the population of mature lymphocytes with VJ (or V H DJ H or feedback rule was noted for B cells that produce multiple LC proteins, but express only one on the surface, which V ␤ DJ ␤ ) rearrangements, on both alleles (one productive and one nonproductive) (Figures 1 and 2) . Given juncled to the suggestion that a LC protein must also associate with the HC in a "functional" manner to mediate tional diversification mechanisms that randomly add or delete nucleotides, only 33% of rearrangements would feedback (Alt et al., 1980) . With the discovery of surrogate LCs and preTCR␣, this general type of "checking" be predicted to be in frame (productive) and, thereby, generate a protein; although, for individual loci, this model was extended to IgH and TCR␤ allelic exclusion (Rajewsky, 1996). number may be somewhat lower or higher due to exis- Previous work has shown that up to 20% of normal nonproductively rearranged or deleted both Ig alleles (Figures 1 and 2) . Clearly, the potential complexity of pre-B cells express cytoplasmic chains (Pelanda et al., 1996) and that a much larger fraction carries Ig the problem will be related to the mechanism that effects allelic choice and, in this regard, one could imagine rearrangements, many of which are out of frame (Yamagami 
